The company at a glance
SPAR Austria Group

SPAR Slovenia Strong number two in food retail

SPAR Slovenia is part of the SPAR Austria Group. The
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SPAR Austria Group is a privately owned Austrian family
business, founded in 1954 in Kufstein (Tyrol). Initially active as a food retailer in Austria, the company has grown
over the past decades into a Central European retail group
that enjoys excellent success in the food retail, sports
retail and shopping centre sectors, in Austria, and eight
other countries. SPAR now has more than 3,200 stores
at home and abroad, and employs around 90,000 people.
Gross sales turnover for the SPAR Austria Group totalled
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€ 16.60 billion in 2020. Euro. www.spar.at

ASPIAG (Austria SPAR International AG) was established in 1990, as a subsidiary of SPAR Austria. The aim
of ASPIAG, then and now, was to build up independent
nationally operating organisations in Austria’s neighbouring countries. Today, SPAR operates 1,402 stores in
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Hervis sports retail
SPAR has been highly successful for more than 40 years in
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rated a turnover of € 470 million. 2020 saw online sales
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turnover more than double in volume. www.hervis.at

Gross sales turnover

5,055
924 million Euro

Growth in sales

9.0 %

SES Spar European Shopping Centers
The subsidiary SES combines all SPAR Austria Group’s
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shopping centre activities. Market leaders in Austria and

Number
of stores

Sales area
in m2

SPAR

113

107,893

INTERSPAR

13

62,215

126

170,108

Slovenia, SES is also active in Italy, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Croatia. The majority of the 29 stores are owned
by SES; for a small number of centres not owned by SES,
the company is responsible for management and leasing. In
2020, SES generated gross annual retail turnover of € 2.45
billion. Euro. www.ses-european.com
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The administrative headquarters of SPAR Slovenia are located in the head office in Ljubljana. This is where strategic
company decisions are made, not least those relating to
further expansion. In addition to these headquarters, the
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Italy

Head office
Logistics centre
SPAR-owned bakery

logistics centre and the SPAR-owned bakery are also in

Croatia

Ljubljana.

Store formats
From urban to rural, from residential development
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Sustainability

competitive prices.

Sustainability is particularly important to SPAR Slovenia, and
a whole raft of successful sustainability campaigns have been
implemented. On the one hand, customers receive information

INTERSPAR is the store format that offers the largest retail
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lights of INTERSPAR Hypermarkets are the fresh produce
departments.
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about healthy eating choices while, at the same time, SPAR
continues to reduce the sugar and salt content on its own label products. Another sustainability focal point is food waste,
an issue SPAR Slovenia has sworn to combat. As part of this
campaign, star chef Marko Pavčnik has produced cookery videos using ingredients that would normally end up in the waste
bin. He also offers valuable practical tips. A further significant
factor for the environment is the careful use of resources. Part
of this, is the sustainable recycling of shopping bags, joint river
clean-up initiatives and the construction of environmentally
friendly stores. Disposable cutlery and crockery have been removed from the product range. An equally important aspect of
SPAR Slovenia’s CSR activities is support of social institutions
and organisations. www.dobromednami.si

